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Having been the focal point of a staggering homicide trial, Casey Anthony is best known for 
her association with the secretive vanishing of her girl, Caylee. 

Who Is Casey Anthony? 
Conceived in Ohio on March 19, 1986, Casey Anthony ventured into the national spotlight 
after the suspicious vanishing of her little girl, Caylee Anthony in June 2008. As her story 
unfurled, which incorporated a turbulent family life, a variety of double dealings and criminal 
direct, numerous trusted she was verifiably liable. The jury, be that as it may, felt diverse 
because of confirmation considered by them to be fortuitous. Anthony was absolved of the 
murder allegation in 2011, however, she got herself abhorred by the overall population. 

Most Recent News 
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Numerous in general society and the media were offended at the not liable decision, 
conveying correlations with the trial of O.J. Simpson in 1995. The outcome of the trial 
achieved a huge number of bills in a few states for “Caylee’s Law,” which would make it a 
lawful offense for a parent or lawful gatekeeper not to report a missing kid. In 2012, Florida 
representative Rick Scott marked a Caylee’s Law charge. 
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As per Mason, Anthony herself has carried on with an existence of confinement in her 
Florida home, careful about wandering into open because of putrefying responses to the 
case. Having documented liquidation, she is irritated from her folks and stays in touch with 
her previous lawful group. 



In the spring of 2017, Anthony gave a progression of restrictive meetings to The Associated 
Press, asserting right up ’til today, she doesn’t know how Caylee passed on and including: 
“I don’t give a sh*t about what anyone considers me; I couldn’t care less about that. I never 
will. I’m OK with myself. I rest quite great around evening time.” 
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The Associated Press portrayed its meeting with Anthony as “uncovering, odd and 
frequently opposing, and … at last brought up a larger number of issues than answers 
about the case.” 

Anthony presently lives and works with Patrick McKenna, the private investigator who drove 
the examination for her safeguard group. 

Debuting on March 29, 2018, A+E Networks’ arrangement, Marcia Clark Investigates, will 
look at Casey Anthony’s case in an up and coming scene. 

Early Years and Parents 



Conceived on March 19, 1986, in Warren, Ohio, Casey Anthony was one of two offspring of 
Cindy and George Anthony, with George having worked in law requirement. Casey was a 
brilliant, charming young lady with companions and what numerous musing was a 
conventional American family. Nonetheless, companions say that an example of lying 
started when Casey was in secondary school. Cindy and George went to Casey’s 
graduation, alongside Casey’s grandparents — just to find that she was a few credits shy of 
graduating. Casey had quit going to classes toward the finish of the school year, however, 
drove her family to trust she would stroll with the graduating class. 
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When she was 19, Casey gave her family yet another stun. She had put on weight, and her 
folks speculated she was pregnant. Casey denied it, asserting she was a virgin. Months into 
her pregnancy, she disclosed to her folk’s reality. The personality of the infant’s dad, 
nonetheless, remained a secret. Casey indicated diverse men, including her life partner, 
Jesse Grund, and also a young fellow she had dated beforehand, who had kicked the 
bucket in an auto collision. On August 9, 2005, Caylee Anthony was conceived. 

A companion of Casey’s said that she had examined surrendering the infant for reception 
yet was demoralized by her mom. For the following couple of years, Casey and Caylee lived 
with her folks, and Grund went about as the child’s dad. Grund even trusted Caylee may be 
his infant, notwithstanding realizing that the planning of her origination made it unlikely. A 
DNA test would later find that Grund was not Caylee’s dad. The character of Caylee’s dad 
stayed obscure. 

In mid-June 2008, with her appropriateness as a mother raised doubt about by Cindy, 
Casey left her folks’ home after a noteworthy contention, taking Caylee with her. 
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Caylee’s Disappearance 
Over the following weeks, Cindy called her little girl to keep an eye on Caylee. Each time, 
Casey disclosed to her the young lady was out with a sitter, Zenaida “Zanny” Fernandez-
Gonzalez. 

On July 13, 2008, Cindy and George Anthony got a letter saying that Casey’s auto was in a 
tow yard. At the point when George went to lift the auto up, he discovered Casey’s satchel, 
alongside Caylee’s auto situate and toys. George saw a solid odor, similar to that of natural 
issue decaying, originating from the storage compartment. Frightened, Cindy discovered 
Casey at the home of her sweetheart, Tony Lazaro, and brought her home. Casey 
separated, disclosing to her mom and sibling Lee that she had left Caylee with caretaker 
Zenaida Fernandez-Gonzalez in Orlando on June 16 and that Gonzalez had hijacked the 
little child. 
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Trickeries and Arrests 
On July 15, 31 days following two-year-old Caylee’s vanishing, Cindy Anthony announced 
her missing to the Orange County Sheriff’s Office. In the wake of addressing Casey, 
criminologists discovered inconsistencies in a marked articulation she made about Caylee’s 
vanishing. Casey’s loved ones had never known about Gonzales, and analysts later found 
that truth be told, there was no caretaker. The agents got Casey in another lie when she 
revealed to them she worked at Universal Studios, notwithstanding driving them around the 
amusement stop. Casey, at last, conceded she had stayed away forever to work for 
Universal. She was captured on July 16. 
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As the scan for Caylee heightened, Casey Anthony went under expanding examination for 
her activities in the prior days Caylee was accounted for missing—including celebrating 
and, toward the beginning of July, getting a tattoo that peruses “Bella Vita,” or “excellent life” 
in Italian. 

Casey returned home on August 21, when abundance seeker/unscripted television figure 
Leonard Padilla posted $500,000 in safeguard. Padilla trusted Casey would lead 
criminologists to discover Caylee, however, he was disillusioned when she neglected to 
give extra insights. Padilla marked Casey narcissistic and wanton, filling the flames of open 
opinion against the young lady. The case turned into a national media sensation, and 
numerous in the general population and the press were offended at Casey’s conduct. 
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Casey was back in prison just eight days subsequent to being discharged, this time 
accused of manufacturing checks and data fraud. 

Broadly Followed Trial 



On December 11, 2008, meter peruser Roy Kronk found a plastic sack of human stays in a 
lush zone close to the Anthonys’ home. The skull had channel tape on it. On December 19, 
the remaining parts were affirmed to be those of Caylee Anthony. 

With prosecutors looking for capital punishment, the trial of Casey Anthony started in June 
2011, three years after the vanishing of her little girl, Caylee. Link news channels 
communicate the trial live, and Casey, Caylee and whatever remains of the Anthony family 
ruled the news. 
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The arraignment illustrated Casey Anthony as a wanton gathering young lady, unconcerned 
with her missing little girl, and in charge of her murder. A site about the poisonous synthetic 
chloroform had been looked on the Anthonys’ home PC (a scan that Cindy assumed liability 
for on the stand) and chloroform was found in the storage compartment of Casey’s auto. 

Casey’s safeguard, driven by Jose Baez, with co-lawyer Cheney Mason working master 
Bono, recounted an altogether different story. As indicated by the barrier, Caylee had 
suffocated in the family’s pool on June 16, 2008 — and George Anthony had concealed the 
demise so Casey wouldn’t be accused of youngster disregard. Baez stunned the court 
when he said amid his opening proclamations that George had in truth sexually mishandled 
Casey, starting when she was 8 years of age and that her sibling Lee had made lewd 
gestures towards her also. (A paternity test demonstrated that neither Lee nor George 
Anthony was Caylee’s dad.) Casey was accustomed to concealing her hurt, Baez said. 
George denied the claims. On June 30, the resistance rested. Casey herself did not stand 
firm. 
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Found Not Guilty of Murder 
On July 5, the jury discovered Casey Anthony not liable for first-degree kill, disturbed 
homicide, and exasperated youngster mishandle, referring to the for the most part fortuitous 
proof displayed. She was discovered blameworthy on four checks of giving false data to law 
implementation specialists, and in this way condemned to four years in prison and $4,000 in 
fines. (Two of the false data forgets would later be tossed in advances court.) Anthony, at 
last, got credit for time served and great conduct. Having been detained for a long time and 
one day, she was discharged on July 17. Anthony was likewise required to be on post-trial 
supervision for a year because of check extortion charges and was eventually charged with 
more than $200,000 owed to law authorization identified with the look for Caylee. 

 


